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Abstract- Automatic brain tumor segmentation is an ill-posed problem. In this paper, we propose conditional generative adversarial
networks (cGAN) based approach for brain tumor segmentation. cGAN comprises two networks namely generator to generate the
brain tumor segmentation map and discriminator to validate the generator output. The proposed generator comprises encoder-decoder
architecture. It encodes the input brain MRI slice into set of features using the encoder network followed by the generation of the
brain tumor segmentation map from the encoded features using the decoder network. To maintain the structural consistency, feature
maps obtained using a particular encoder are shared with the respective decoder using skip connections. Unlike existing encoderdecoder architectures, we processed the encoder feature maps through a convolution layer before sharing it to the respective decoder.
It helps to refine the encoded features. We have used training set of the BraTS-15 dataset to train the proposed network for brain tumor
segmentation. While, its testing set is used to validate the proposed network for brain tumor segmentation. The experimental analysis
comprises the comparison of the proposed and existing methods for brain tumor segmentation with the help of Dice similarity coefficient
and Jaccard index. Comparison with the existing methods show that the proposed method outperforms other existing methods for brain
tumor segmentation.
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1

I NTRODUCTION

Gliomas,awhich originated fromathe glial cellsaand the surroundingainfiltrative tissues, areathe most malignantabrain
tumors in adults [1]. They areadivided into low-grade gliomas (LGG)aand high-grade gliomasa(HGG), out ofawhich
HGG areathe most aggressive one. At present,aover 130 exclusiveatypes of ‘high-grade’aand ‘low-grade’ brainatumors
are regardedaand the commonasurvival is variousabetween 12-15 months.aBrain tumor segmentationais a hardaventure
due toatheir varied behavioraeach in termsaof shape andafeature [2]. Also,athe tumor depthaof 1 personadiffers drastically withaothers. Magnetic resonanceaimaging (MRI) isafavored over differentaimaging modalities foraanalysis
and remedyaof brain tumorsadue to itsanon-invasive assets withoutathe exposure toaionizing radiations andaadvanced
image assessmentain gentle tissues.aDifferent sorts ofatissue comparison imagesahad been producedawith the aidaof
MRI modalities,awhich permit extractionaof treasured structuralarecords consequently allowingadiagnosis and remedyaof tumors atathe side ofatheir sub-regions. MRIascans produced onaapplying exceptional pulseasequences are:
1)aT1 weighted scansathat distinguish normalatissues from tumorousaones. 2) T2aweighted scans toadelineate the
edemaavicinity which producesabright photo vicinity.a3) T1-Gd scansause comparison agentsathat supply brilliantasign
at tumoraborders due toaits accumulation. 4)aFLAIR scans makeause of signalsaof water moleculeasuppression which
distinguishesaCerebrospinal fluid (CSF)afrom the edemaaregion. For aaRadiologist, these scansaare useful toaannotate
specific regionsaof brain tumors.aHowever, slice byaslice annotationaof brain tumorsafrom MRI scansais an exhaustingaand time-consuming task.aThis burdenacan be replacedavia automatic segmentationawith the helpaof computer vision aalgorithmsa [3].
Computer vision techniques and computer- device development are emerging as research areas for the automated
segmentation of brain tumors. Any of these methods have shown promising results but there is no winning strategy as
these strategies have still not been used in hospitals literally. In recent times, convolution neural networks (CNNs) have
become the technique of choice for state-of-the-art implementation of numerous image segmentation tasks [4]. BraTS [5]
in tandem with MICCAI was the first one to apply CNN for brain tumor segmentation. Convolution layers use raw image
intensities as inputs to measure the output image. It allows deep learning not to depend on handmade features of the brain
MRI scan tumor segment. High levels of complexity in studying complex structures can be overcome by using non-linear
algorithms and several qubits.

2

L ITERATURE S URVEY

Through advances in machine learning techniques, support vector machine [6] and random forest [7] have been commonly used for automatic brain tumor segmentation. But such approaches allow hand-crafted features to be collected
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for the learning of the corresponding machine learning model. Inspired by a deep learning methodology, Ronneberger et
al. [8] first presented a totally convoluted U-Net framework in 2015. U-Net is built with a contractor path and a symmetrical expansion route with skip connections in between. Mirror methods have been used for boundary pixel prediction.
Inspired by the U-Net model, Dong et al. [9] suggested a completely convoluted network for brain tumor identification
and segmentation. The network was less effective in segmenting the enhancement area of the LGG cohort. In addition, the
hybrid Pyramid U-Net brain tumor segmentation model is presented by Kong et al. [10]. They also expanded the U-Net
model, which presents global context knowledge in a mixaof specific regional contexts.aAlex et al. [11]aproposed clustering of brainatumors from multimodal MRaimages using a completelyaconvoluted neural network (FCNN).aThey used
a voxel-basedaclassification of 23 layersaand a single forwardapass preceded by aafalse positive reduction usingaa linked
component analysis.aHavaei et al. [12]aimproved brain tumor segmentationaoutput on the BraTSadataset. They used
two-wayaand cascaded frameworks inatheir network. The two-wayastructure is used toaidentify two receptive fieldsafor
both local andaglobal features. The pixelamark is determined onathe basis of twoafactors, the visual characteristicsaof
the marker andathe location of theapatch in the brainaMRI scan. Wang etaal. [13] generalized cascadedastructure and
used CNNafor automated brain tumorasegmentation. However, Hussain etaal. [14] suggested aapatch-based approach
and usedacascaded deep CNN forabrain tumor segmentation.
Inathe field of semanticasegmentation of natural scenes,athe suggested encoder-decoder frameworkaby Noh et al.a
[15] consists of specificaconvolution and pooling layersaand shows high-resolution featuresain low-level conspicuous
edges.aBadrinarayanan et al. [16]asuggested a revamped encoder-decoderaarchitecture called SegNet, whichaoverwhelms
the drawbacks ofa [15]. The max-pooling indexesaretain all information effectivelyawithout memorizing the floatprecisionafeature maps, and theasubsequent decoder shows theainput feature map(s) usingacertain indices. Drozdzal
etaal. [17] expanded SegNetafor the segmentation ofabrain tumors. In [8],aauthors used the benefitsaof identity mappings
(i.e.ashort skip connections) ratherathan long skip linksaas used in U-Net.aSuch identity mappings supportathe creation
of aadeeper CNN without aagradient disappearing and allowarapid network learning withathe proper recovery ofathe
spatial information missedaduring down sampling. Researchers [18–20] have used small kernel sizes to build a deeper
network architecture. Pereira et al. [20] added deep CNN 3×3 kernels. This model used less weights to obtain feature
maps, thus reducing over-fitting. For both LGG and HGG, different architectures are used. Theaerror caused byathe
incorrect classificationaof clusters wasaeliminated using aaminimal volumetric restrictionain the post-processingaphase.
Kamnitsas etaal. [21] comesawith a fully-connected,aconditional random fielda(CRF) 3D CNNafor precise brainalesion
segmentation. Thea3D CNN architectureais 11 layersadeep and handlesaneighboring image patchesain single passawith
adequate toleranceato the inherentaclass disparity. Theyaused dual routeaarchitecture for multi-scaleafeature extraction.
Cuiaet al. [22]auses a tumoradetection network andaan intratumor classificationanetwork called aadeep cascaded NNafor
brain tumorasegmentation. Furthermore, Linaet al. [23]auses dense CRF-learningatogether with CNNsafor segmentation refining.aTo boost tumorasegmentation activity, Zhaoaet al. [24]aused FCNN inacombination with CRF.aThe above
approachesawere all focusedaon a patch-basedaapproach in whichamedical scans wereamostly separated intoapatches
during trainingaand testing. Thereais therefore aaneed for aamodel that takesawhole medical scanaas an inputawhich can
beaused to addressathe data imbalanceaclass by integratingaboth local andaglobal features.

3

Related Work

Since last few years, adversarial training approach has been explored for most of the computer vision applications like
image-to-image style transfer [25], image super-resolution [26], image depth-estimation [27], image de-hazing [28–31],
moving object segmentation [32–37] (especially for image-to-image translation). Robustness of the adversarial training in
image-to-image translation has been used in the medical image segmentation. Adversarialamethods are commonlyaused
in medicalaimage processing withathe potential toaproduce high qualityaresults [38], [39]. Xueaet al. [39]aintroduced an
end-to-endaadversarial network forabrain tumor segmentationaon MRI scanaresults. The classicagenerative adversarial
networka(GAN) architecture isathe basic ideaafor this segmentora(i.e. generator) networkaas a FCNNafor generating
segmentationalabel maps andaa critical networka(i.e. discriminator) foramulti-scale L1 failure.aTwo inputs wereaapplied
to theavital network: theaactual brain MRIaimages are maskedaby ground truthalabel maps, andathe actual brainaMRI
images maskedaby the predictedasegmentor label maps.aSegmentor and criticalanetworks are alternativelyatrained in
min-maxamanner: segmentor learningaaims to reduceamulti-scale loss ofaL1, while criticalatraining aims toaoptimize
the samealoss function. In [40], author proposed an unpaired conditional adversarial training approach for brain tumour
segmentation. Rezaei et al. [41] expanded conditional GAN [25] for brain tumor segmentation applications in MRI
images. A semantic CNN and an adversarial network were proposed for BraTS 2017.
Inspired from the existing approaches, in this paper, we propose a conditional generative adversarial networks based
approach for brain tumour segmentation. The highlights of the proposed work are listed below.
• Conditional generative adversarial network is proposed for brain tumour segmentation.
• A generator network is designed using residual learning and encoder-decoder architecture principles.
• Encoder feature refinement has been applied before sharing them to the respective decoder feature maps.
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Figure 1: The proposed approach for brain tumor segmentation. (a) The proposed generator network (b) Discriminator
network. Note: Red lines indicates the skip connections.
• The proposed network is validated on BraTS-2015.
Restaof the paper isaorganized as follows:
Sectiona1 and 2 illustrateathe introduction and literatureasurvey on brain tumorasegmentation respectively. Sectiona3
discusses the relatedawork to the proposedaapproach. Conditional generativeaadversarial network based approachafor
brain tumour segmentationais discussed in theaSection 4. The proposed networkatraining details are exploredain Section
5. The experimental analysis has been carried out in Section 6. The conclusion about the proposed approach for brain
tumour segmentation has been drawn in Section 7.

4

C ONDITIONAL G ENERATIVE A DVERSARIAL N ETWORK FOR B RAIN
T UMOR S EGMENTATION

GANsaare generative models thatalearn a mapping from randomanoise vector z to outputaimage y, G : z → y.
Inacontrast, conditional GANs learnaa mapping from observedaimage x and random noiseavector z, to y, G : {x, z} →
y. In particular for the brain tumour segmentation, the generator G isatrained to obtain the brain tumour segmentation
mapathat cannot be distinguishedafrom ground truth brain tumour map. Whereas, discriminator D is trained to differentiate between the generator output and the actual ground truth1 . Thisatraining procedure is diagrammedain Fig. 1.

4.1

Objective

The objectiveaof a conditional GANacan be expressed as,
`cGAN (G, D) = Ex,y [logD (x,y)]

(1)

+ Ex,z [log (1 − D (x, G (x, z)))]
G triesato minimize this lossafunction against D thatatries to maximize it. Thus, G∗ = arg min max lcGAN (G, D).
G

1 Details

D

are given in [25]
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The Proposed Generator Network Architecture

The proposed generator network comprises encoder-decoder architecture. It encodes the input brain MRI slice into set
of features using the encoder network followed by the generation of the brain tumor segmentation map from the encoded
features using the decoder network. The proposed generator network is divided into three parts viz. 1) Encoder 2) Decoder
3) Effective feature sharing approach as shown in the Fig. 1 (a).
4.2.1

Encoder:

The proposed generator network comprises eight encoder modules. Each encoder module consist of convolution layer
followed by the batch normalization and leaky rectified linear unit (leaky ReLU). Here, convolution layer is designed for
feature extraction. Whereas, the leaky ReLU is designed to generate the non-linearity in the network. Batch normalization
is employed to normalize the learned feature maps. We keep Stride=2 in each convolution layer of the encoder module.
Whereas, leaky factor=0.2 in each leaky ReLU layer.
The trail of the encoder modules follows a simple process i.e. feature extraction through convolution layer followed
by the down-sampling operation. Thus, eight encoder modules process the input brain MRI slice of 256×256 size and
finally reach a feature vector of size 1×1×512. The proposed encoder module is shown in the Fig. 1 (c) and its use is
shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b).
4.2.2

Decoder:

Task of the decoder module is to decode the encoder feature maps and up-sample them to the next level. To maintain the
network symmetry, we have designed eight decoder modules. Each decoder module comprises deconvolution layer with
stride/up-sampling factor=2 followed by batch-normalization and leaky ReLU with leaky factor=0.2. Thus, with trail of
the eight decoder modules, the proposed generator network finally generates the brain tumour segmentation map. The
proposed decoder module is shown in the Fig. 1 (d) and its use is shown in Fig. 1 (a).
4.2.3

Modified feature sharing approach:

Together with the extraction of multi-scale features, there is a great importance of sharing features learned at initial
layers across the network. For example, in [25] author shared the features learned at initial layers across the network
for image-to-image translation task. Feature sharing approach turns to be effective in retaining the prominent edges in
the desired output image map. Thus, to maintain the structural consistency, feature maps obtained using a particular
encoder module are shared with the respective decoder module via skip connections. Unlike existing encoder-decoder
architectures [8, 25, 42], we processed the encoder feature maps through a convolution layer before sharing it to the
respective decoder. It helps to refine the encoded features and turned to be effective in retaining the prominent edge
information relevant to the brain tumor segmentation. The modified feature sharing approach is shown by red arrows in
the Fig. 1 (a).

4.3

Discriminator Network Architecture

We have used discriminator network proposed in [31] to discriminate the ground truth brain tumor segmentation map
with one which is generated using the proposed generator network. It consists of the residual block with complex feature
sharing for feature extraction. The discriminator network with the residual block is depicted in the Fig. 1 (b). Parameter
details of the discriminator network can be found in [31]
4.3.1

Parameter details of the proposed generator network

Let a 3×3 Convolution-BatchNormalization-LeakyReLu layer (Encoder module) having n filters and stride ’2’
denoted as cnv3sd2 LReLU-n. Similarly, a 3×3 DeConvolution-BatchNormalization-LeakyReLu layer (Decoder
module) with n filters and up-sampling factor ’2’ denoted as deonv3up2 LReLU-n. Skip connections between the
encoder and respective decoder are as per shown in Fig. 1 (a). With this setting, proposed generator network is represented as, cnv3sd2 LReLU-32 → cnv3sd2 LReLU-64 → (cnv3sd2 LReLU-128)×5 → (decnv3up2
LReLU-128) ×4 → decnv3up2 LReLU-64 → decnv3up2 LReLU-32 → decnv3up2 LReLU-16
→ cnv3sd1 Tanh-3.

5

N ETWORK T RAINING D ETAILS

Inathis Section, training detailsaof the proposed networkaare discussed. The proposed networkais trained for encoding inputabrain MRI image intoaset of features followedaby generation of the brainatumor segmentation map fromathe encoded
features. We makeause of theaBraTS-2015 database [5] to trainathe proposed network for brainatumor segmentation. It
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Figure 2: Visual results of the proposed approach for brain tumour segmentation. Brain tumour segmentation map obtained using proposed approach are mapped on the original brain MRI image. (a) Input brain MRI image (b) Proposed
approach (c) Ground truth. Green, red and blue color indicates the accurate segmentation, under-segmentation and
over-segmentation respectively.
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Table 1: Performanceacomparison between the proposedamethod and existing state-of-the-artamethods for the
wholeatumor segmentation on BraTSa2015 database. Note: DSC stands for Dice Similarity Coefficient
Method

Publication year

Testing Data %

DSC

Pereira et al. [20]

2016

15 %

0.78

Yi et al. [43]

2016

-

0.89

Dong et al. [9]

2017

-

0.86

Zhao et al. [24]

2018

18 %

0.8

Kamnitsas et al. [21]

2017

40 %

0.85

Cui et al. [22]

2018

10 %

0.89

Xue et al. [39]

2018

10 %

0.85

Kong et al. [10]

2018

30 %

0.8993

90 %

0.9225

Proposed Method

Table 2: Performanceacomparison between the proposedamethod and existing state-of-the-artamethods for the
wholeatumor segmentation on BraTSa2015 database.
Method

Publication year

Testing Data %

Sensitivity

Pereira et al. [20]

2016

15 %

0.87

Zhao et al. [24]

2018

18 %

0.81

Kamnitsas et al. [21]

2017

40 %

0.88

Cui et al. [22]

2018

10 %

0.87

Xue et al. [39]

2018

10 %

0.8

Kong et al. [10]

2018

30 %

0.9581

90 %

0.9553

Proposed Method

consistsaof 220 HGG and 54aLGG patient scans. BraTS-2015aconsists of FLAIR scansahaving resolution of 1×1×1
mm3 withaan scan size of 240×240×155. Eachascan comprises of 155 brainaMRI slices. We extracted 2Daslices from
each scan. Inatotal, out of 14,415 MRI slices, weahave considered only 10% slicesato train the proposed networkafor
brain tumour segmentation.aThe proposed network isatrained on platform provided by GoogleColab.

6

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

In this Section, we have analysed the performance of the proposed and existing methods for brain tumor segmentation.
We have considered Dice similarity coefficient (DSC) and sensitivity to evaluate the performance of the proposed and
existing methods for brain tumor segmentation. Mathematical formulation of the DSC and J is as follows:
DSC =

2 |A ∩ B|
|A| + |B|

J=

DSC
2 − DSC

(2)

where, A and B are the brain tumor segmentation map generated by the proposed method and the ground truth brain
tumor segmentation map respectively.
The experimental results are divided into quantitative and qualitative analysis discussed as follows.

6.1

Quantitative Evaluation

We have considered 90% brain MRI slices from BraTS-2015 dataset for quantitative analysis. There is no overlap of
these 90% brain MRI slices with the training data. The quantitative evaluation of the proposed and existing methods is
given in Table 1 and 2. Method [10] has the second best i.e. 0.8993 DICE similarity coefficient. Whereas the proposed
method achieves highest i.e. 0.9225 DICE similarity coefficient. Interesting fact here is [10] validated their method on
30% brain MRI slices from BraTS dataset, on the other side, the proposed network is validated on 90%. Similar is the
case with sensitivity. Method [10] achieves highest 0.9553 sensitivity value on 30% testing data. While, the proposed
network achieves the 0.9553 sensitivity value with 90% testing data.
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It is observed from the Table 1 and 2 that the proposed method outperforms the other existing methods for brain
tumour segmentation in terms of the evaluation parameters.

6.2

Qualitative Analysis

Along with quantitative analysis, we have also carried out the qualitative/visual analysis. We have considered sample brain
MRI images for the analysis. Figure 2 shows the brain tumor segmentation map generated using proposed approach.
It is clearly observed from 2 that the brain tumor segmentation maps generated by the proposed method approaches
towards the ground truth segmentation maps. We give this credit to the proposed generator network which is made up
of encoder-decoder architecture with the proposed modified feature sharing approach. To show the effectiveness of the
proposed modified feature sharing approach against the traditional feature sharing [8,25], brain tumor segmentation maps
generated using the proposed method (with modified feature sharing approach) and proposed method (with traditional
feature sharing) are shown in the Figure 2. It is clearly observed that the proposed modified feature sharing approach
based network outperforms the traditional feature sharing based network for accurate brain tumor segmentation task.

7

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a brain tumor segmentation approach based on the conditional generative adversarial
networks. It consists of two networks generator and discriminator. We have designed a encoder-decoder based generator
network to generate the brain tumor segmentation map for given input brain MRI image. Unlike traditional approach, we
propose a modified feature sharing approach to share the features learned at the encoder module across the network to
the respective decoder module. We have utilized the 10% and 90% brain MRI slices of BraTS-2015 dataset to train and
test the proposed network for brain tumor segmentation respectively. Both qualitative and quantitative analysis has been
carried out to validate the proposed network for the brain tumor segmentation. The experimental analysis shows that the
proposed method outperforms the other existing methods for brain tumor segmentation.
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